Javits Lecture Halls Reopen Amid Dispute

By Ray Parish

Students attending their first classes on Monday may find themselves in the north wing of Jacob Javits Lecture Center — in classrooms once contaminated with toxic soot from a fire there three semesters ago. University officials said on Friday that faculty will hold classes in rooms 101, 102, and 103 as scheduled, now that university staff and private contractors have finished cleaning the rooms.

Since the fire, which burned cleaning chemicals in a storage closet behind the rooms, the campus chapter of the New York Public Interest Research Group (NYPIRG) and student leaders have made the lecture center the focus of controversy. Under pressure of what University President John Marburger termed a “public perception problem,” the university closed the building in June and began a $100,000 cleanup. Though the lecture center remained closed for the first two weeks of the fall semester, Marburger decided to open all but rooms 101, 102, and 103 on the recommendation of a three-person independent expert panel appointed in the spring.

The university contracted Blackmon, Moving Steamatic Technology to clean rooms 101, 102, and 103. The panel, where the fire occurred and an adjoining staff office remain uncleaned. According to campus Environmental Health and Safety, a cleaning contract on those areas is now being bid. The cleaning of the classrooms entailed the removal and replacement of carpets and desks, the removal of soot from the air handling system, and the application of a special sealant paint to walls and ceilings.

Even the cleaning of the rooms aroused controversy, as NYPIRG members Dave DeLucia and Stephanie Good continued to challenge the effectiveness of the cleaning and the conclusions of the tests done to determine the levels of toxins. Good, who is a member of the campus ad-hoc committee formed to oversee the lecture center cleanup, and DeLucia also criticized the cleanup effort when workers stored bags of carpeting and bags of soot from the rooms in room 108 in the building. The room was left open and, according to Good, the air handling system was not shut off.

The expert panel was to have provided Marburger and the ad-hoc committee with a final report evaluating test results and the cleanup, and the results were sent to the expert panel. The panel made a recommendation, based on the test results, in a letter to Marburger on January 4 that the area was safe enough to allow workers in to renovate the rooms.

The panel also stated in the letter that it saw “no reason at the present time for any re-cleanup or resealing of walls painted over after the fire.” This recommendation came, despite evidence cited by DeLucia that a “black, gummy substance” had oozed through the paint in certain areas. In a letter to Marburger dated January 21, the expert panel stated that it would take a few more weeks to complete the final report. In lieu of the report itself, the panel offered Marburger its assurance that “the lecture halls and can now be opened for full use as classrooms.” Based on this recommendation, Marburger decided to open the rooms for the start of classes.

The decision to open the rooms came as a surprise to ad-hoc committee members William Webster, assistant vice provost of Undergraduate Studies, and Good. Both Webster and Good said that Marburger assured the committee at a recent meeting that the rooms would not be opened until the expert panel issued its final report. Also, neither Webster nor Good were informed of the decision.

Marburger confirmed that he did assure the committee that the rooms would not re-open without the panel’s final report. However, he said, that the letter from the panel experts indicated that the room was perfectly safe.

Marburger said that he was faced with the decision to wait for the final report, for another few weeks — which would alter “schedules of thousands,” — or to re-open the rooms. Marburger said that after speaking extensively with members of the committee and the assurance of the expert panel, he decided to re-open the rooms.

“I’m really surprised the ad-hoc committee wasn’t called together,” Webster said. Though he believes the lecture halls should remain closed (continued on page 3).

University Plans Faculty Housing

By Mitch Horowitz

As many as 300 low-cost apartments will be built on campus this summer as part of a new university plan to provide housing for faculty members and junior faculty, campus officials said this month.

Because Brookhaven high real estate costs have hampered the recruitment of new faculty and staff members, the apartments are needed as a housing alternative, campus officials said. The low-cost apartments mark the first time the university will gear housing toward its employees.

“We’ve attempted to recruit faculty and administrators who have said they just can’t afford to live here,” said Stan Altman, a professor in the Harriman School who is serving a special fellowship for housing in the university president’s office. “You can’t make that up with salaries.”

While Stony Brook’s salaries are competitive — between $25,000 and $35,000 a year for junior faculty — officials say they are not enough to keep campus employees in the running for area housing.

“The university can’t attract young Ph.D.s and even Grumman has found they are having trouble bringing people to the area,” said Lee Koppelman, executive director of the Long Island Regional Planning Board.

“A three-bedroom ranch (house) in Dallas is $65,000, here it’s $329,000,” Koppelman noted.

The two-bedroom-style apartments, which will include studio, two-bedroom and three-bedroom designs, could go for as little as $500 a month. Altman said. He cautioned, however, that little is certain until a development company completes a feasibility study on the campus next month. Once the study is completed, a private mortgage investor will help finance the project.

While the apartments will be on the campus grounds — possibly behind Kelly Quad or in a wooded area by the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) building — they will not be open to undergraduate or graduate students.

Lembach also announced plans for a much larger state project. Governor Mario Cuomo announced a plan in his State of the State address earlier this month for as many as 4,000 units of affordable housing units to be built in Suffolk County over the next few years. The key to the plan is to build the apartments and houses on cost-free state and

(continued on page 7)
**WEEKLY CALENDAR**

**MONDAY, JANUARY 25**

First Day of Classes!!

**Art Exhibition**
The Union Gallery presents an exhibition of the Long Island Black Artists Association. The gallery is located on the 2nd floor of the Student Union and is open from 12:45 p.m. Monday through Friday.

**TUESDAY, JANUARY 26**

Distinguished Speaker Series
The Fine Arts Center presents Donald Woods, subject of the film, "Cry Freedom" and an outspoken critic of apartheid, to speak at 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts Recital Hall.

**Art Exhibit**
It's "The Faculty Show '88." Members of the Art Department will exhibit 59 works of art by 17 faculty members. Tuesdays and Saturdays through February 26 at the Fine Arts Center from 12-4 p.m.

**WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 27**

**English Proficiency Exam**
The proficiency/placement exam will be given at 7 p.m. in Jarvis Lecture Center Room 100.

**Auditing Registration for Seniors**
The Senior Citizen Auditor Program registration will take place 10 a.m.-3 p.m., SRS Building Room S102.

**Social Work Services Lecture**
A lecture on "Stress and the Healthy Family" by J. Gornin, D.S.W. will be given at 3:30 p.m. in the Medical Board Room, University Hospital's L 14.

**THURSDAY, JANUARY 28**

**AIDS Seminar**
"AIDS and Emergency Care: Risks and Precautions" will be lead by, M. Salzberg, M.D., and KA Ehrenbverg, LH 4, L 2 of the University Hospital's L 14.

**FRIDAY, JANUARY 29**

Last Day for students to drop a course without tuition liability

**Art Reception**
A reception will be held for the artists to speak at 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts Recital Hall.

**SATURDAY, JANUARY 30**

**ACROSS THE NATION**

**ACROSS**

1. Erasmus of Rotterdam, 1466-1536
2. 20th-century political scientist
3. 19th-century English physicist
4. Architect of the United States Capitol
5. State in the U.S.A.
6. "The Member of the Mountain"
7. Bestowing a title
8. "The Great Gatsby"
9. "Kafka's Animal Farm"
10. "The Crying Game"
11. "The French Lieutenant's Woman"
12. American Social Reformers
13. "The Jazz Singer"
14. 18th-century French dramatist
15. "Moby Dick"
16. "Cleopatra's Killer"
17. "Dances with Wolves"
18. "A Man for All Seasons"
19. "Dirigible"
20. "Take the Money and Run"
21. "Frankenstein"
22. "The Great Gatsby"
23. "The Grapes of Wrath"
24. "The Halibut"
25. "The Hound of the Baskervilles"
26. "The Iliad"
27. "The Impersonator"
28. "The Invisible Man"
29. "The Jazz Singer"
30. "The King of Kings"
31. "The Last of the Mohicans"
32. "The Lost Generation"
33. "The Magnificent Seven"
34. "The Maltese Falcon"
35. "The Maltese Falcon"
36. "The Maltese Falcon"
37. "The Maltese Falcon"
38. "The Maltese Falcon"
39. "The Maltese Falcon"
40. "The Maltese Falcon"
41. "The Maltese Falcon"
42. "The Maltese Falcon"
43. "The Maltese Falcon"
44. "The Maltese Falcon"
45. "The Maltese Falcon"
46. "The Maltese Falcon"
47. "The Maltese Falcon"
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49. "The Maltese Falcon"
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52. "The Maltese Falcon"
53. "The Maltese Falcon"
54. "The Maltese Falcon"
55. "The Maltese Falcon"
56. "The Maltese Falcon"
57. "The Maltese Falcon"
58. "The Maltese Falcon"
59. "The Maltese Falcon"
60. "The Maltese Falcon"
61. "The Maltese Falcon"
62. "The Maltese Falcon"
63. "The Maltese Falcon"
64. "The Maltese Falcon"
65. "The Maltese Falcon"
66. "The Maltese Falcon"
67. "The Maltese Falcon"
68. "The Maltese Falcon"
69. "The Maltese Falcon"
70. "The Maltese Falcon"
71. "The Maltese Falcon"
72. "The Maltese Falcon"
73. "The Maltese Falcon"
74. "The Maltese Falcon"
75. "The Maltese Falcon"
76. "The Maltese Falcon"
77. "The Maltese Falcon"
78. "The Maltese Falcon"
79. "The Maltese Falcon"
80. "The Maltese Falcon"
81. "The Maltese Falcon"
82. "The Maltese Falcon"
83. "The Maltese Falcon"
84. "The Maltese Falcon"
85. "The Maltese Falcon"
86. "The Maltese Falcon"
87. "The Maltese Falcon"
88. "The Maltese Falcon"
89. "The Maltese Falcon"
90. "The Maltese Falcon"
91. "The Maltese Falcon"
92. "The Maltese Falcon"
93. "The Maltese Falcon"
94. "The Maltese Falcon"
95. "The Maltese Falcon"
96. "The Maltese Falcon"
97. "The Maltese Falcon"
98. "The Maltese Falcon"
99. "The Maltese Falcon"
100. "The Maltese Falcon"

**DOWN**

1. "The Jazz Singer"
2. "The Jazz Singer"
3. "The Jazz Singer"
4. "The Jazz Singer"
5. "The Jazz Singer"
6. "The Jazz Singer"
7. "The Jazz Singer"
8. "The Jazz Singer"
9. "The Jazz Singer"
10. "The Jazz Singer"
11. "The Jazz Singer"
12. "The Jazz Singer"
13. "The Jazz Singer"
14. "The Jazz Singer"
15. "The Jazz Singer"
16. "The Jazz Singer"
17. "The Jazz Singer"
18. "The Jazz Singer"
19. "The Jazz Singer"
20. "The Jazz Singer"
21. "The Jazz Singer"
22. "The Jazz Singer"
23. "The Jazz Singer"
24. "The Jazz Singer"
25. "The Jazz Singer"
26. "The Jazz Singer"
27. "The Jazz Singer"
28. "The Jazz Singer"
29. "The Jazz Singer"
30. "The Jazz Singer"
31. "The Jazz Singer"
32. "The Jazz Singer"
33. "The Jazz Singer"
34. "The Jazz Singer"
35. "The Jazz Singer"
36. "The Jazz Singer"
37. "The Jazz Singer"
38. "The Jazz Singer"
39. "The Jazz Singer"
40. "The Jazz Singer"
41. "The Jazz Singer"
42. "The Jazz Singer"
43. "The Jazz Singer"
44. "The Jazz Singer"
45. "The Jazz Singer"
46. "The Jazz Singer"
47. "The Jazz Singer"
48. "The Jazz Singer"
49. "The Jazz Singer"
50. "The Jazz Singer"
51. "The Jazz Singer"
52. "The Jazz Singer"
53. "The Jazz Singer"
54. "The Jazz Singer"
55. "The Jazz Singer"
56. "The Jazz Singer"
57. "The Jazz Singer"
58. "The Jazz Singer"
59. "The Jazz Singer"
60. "The Jazz Singer"
61. "The Jazz Singer"
62. "The Jazz Singer"
63. "The Jazz Singer"
64. "The Jazz Singer"
65. "The Jazz Singer"
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68. "The Jazz Singer"
69. "The Jazz Singer"
70. "The Jazz Singer"
71. "The Jazz Singer"
72. "The Jazz Singer"
73. "The Jazz Singer"
74. "The Jazz Singer"
75. "The Jazz Singer"
76. "The Jazz Singer"
77. "The Jazz Singer"
78. "The Jazz Singer"
79. "The Jazz Singer"
80. "The Jazz Singer"
81. "The Jazz Singer"
82. "The Jazz Singer"
83. "The Jazz Singer"
84. "The Jazz Singer"
85. "The Jazz Singer"
86. "The Jazz Singer"
87. "The Jazz Singer"
88. "The Jazz Singer"
89. "The Jazz Singer"
90. "The Jazz Singer"
91. "The Jazz Singer"
92. "The Jazz Singer"
93. "The Jazz Singer"
94. "The Jazz S
Schedule Processing is Slow

By Irwin M. Goldberg

Today some students will be able to attend classes with schedule in hand while others will have to stop at the Records/Registrar Office for a copy of their schedule.

William Strockbine, of Records/Registrar said that there was no delay in the mailing of the schedules and that by last Friday, everyone should have received their schedule.

The schedules were sent to be printed and to the mailroom on January 13 and 14. Strockbine said, and the majority of them were mailed out January 14 and 15. The processing was not only done during the week, as Strockbine pointed out. "We had crews on in the computing center and the mailroom (on the weekend)."

He also pointed out that on the pre-registration slip it states that final schedules would be mailed after January 15. A worker at the registrar's office said that the last of the schedules were sent out on January 19. Strockbine confirmed this and added that this was due to the closing of the post offices for Martin Luther King Day.

Many students feel that it is unfair that they must wait until the week before classes for their schedules. Dave Corsetti said, "I feel it hard to believe that it takes this long to process grades and schedules." He added that students should be advised of their schedules before returning for the semester, even if it is a tentative schedule.

Strockbine said that ideally, they would like to have the schedules out "a couple of weeks before the term begins." As soon as the schedules are confirmed, a student can pick up a copy at the registrar's office as long as they have I.D. As far as grades are concerned, "If a student really needs them sooner, s/he may look at the posted grade sheets that each instructor is given (and hopefully uses)." Strockbine also said that if the student goes to the registrar's office with an I.D. and a valid reason, s/he can receive a copy of his/her grades.

According to Strockbine, before any of the final schedules can be made up, each request must be checked to make sure that each of the pre-requisites has been met. "There are over 80,000 grades from the fall semester," said Strockbine, "the last large coarse grades weren't received until January 4."

After the grades are received, and the pre-requisites have been verified, the class requests are fed into the computer which goes through a sectioning program. According to Strockbine, this program cross references all available information on each section of every course to enable all requests to be filled in some manner. For example, if one section is filled the computer will try to fit a student into another section. This might result in a conflict with another class, and may also explain why a schedule may not look like the original time requests.

Afterwards schedules are then sent to be printed and mailed out.

"I just received my grades Friday but not my schedule. It's a pain not to know where my classes are. We shouldn't have to wait," said Brian Tubby, a student.

According to Strockbine, the biggest problem is wait time for the grades before proceeding with the scheduling. He said that the administration had made alternate plans to relocate classes in the event the room could not be opened, but she expressed relief that the students would not be faced with a repeat of last semester classroom shuffling.

Lecture Center Halls Reopen

(continued from page 1)

center is safe. Wiesner said that Marburger did say he would wait for the final report. "That is what he told us," Wiesner said. "I want to know why he changed his mind."

Good agreed that Marburger had apparently broken his "agreement" with the ad-hoc committee, but she, unlike Wiesner, does not believe that the tests done so far have proved the lecture center is safe.

Aldona Jonaitis, vice provost for undergraduate studies, said that the administration had made alternate plans to relocate classes in the event the room could not be opened, but she expressed relief that the students would not be faced with a repeat of last semester classroom shuffling.

THE W. AVERELL Harriman School
for Management & Policy
is having an OPEN HOUSE

7:00 pm to 9:00 pm Tuesday, Jan. 26, 1988 Room 104, Harriman Hall

If you see a management future for yourself, talk to us now!

Come join us on this happy occasion and see what a management future can mean to you. Reception afterwards at the new HARRIMAN CAFE, off the lobby of Harriman Hall. Be one of the first to see the new eating spot on campus.

Our curriculum includes concentrations for those who wish to:

* Be managers and policy analysts in government.
* Be managers of nonprofit government organizations.
* Develop new business or manage developing buisness.
"TCBY": The Country’s Best Yogurt, is now open. And we’re serving up all those delicious frozen yogurt treats you’ve been hearing about. Like our "TCBY" Waffle Cone in original and chocolate flavors. It’s a fresh, crispy cone made fresh in our store daily, and filled to the peak with your favorite flavor of our famous 96% fat-free "TCBY" Yogurt, with all of the pleasure, none of the guilt.

We’re here for the tasting, so come by our newest "TCBY" store today.

Coventry Commons Mall
Rte 347 & Stony Brook Rd.
(In front of Cooky’s)

N O B B Y T R E A T S  Y O U  L I K E  " T C B Y "
"The Country’s Best Yogurt"

1987 TCBY Systems, Inc.

$1.00 OFF LARGE "TCBY" PIE.

Please present this coupon before ordering. One order per coupon per customer per visit. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Not good in combination with any other offers. Offer good only at participating "TCBY" stores. Cash value: % of a cent.

Offer Expires:

BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE!
"TCBY" WAFFLE CONE OR "TCBY" WAFFLE SUNDAE.

Please present this coupon before ordering. One order per coupon per customer per visit. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Not good in combination with any other offers. Offer good only at participating "TCBY" stores. Cash value: % of a cent.

Offer Expires:

1987 TCBY Systems, Inc.
Preston Returns From Semester on Sabbatical

By David Avitabile

Frederick Preston, vice president for Student Affairs, has returned to campus after spending a semester-long sabbatical developing plans to evaluate and enhance the position of minorities in academia.

During the course of his sabbatical, Preston said that he developed two major plans. One plan is aimed at creating a research project which will generate data on the quality of minority student life on several eastern campuses. The other project proposes the development of a program through which national college administrators encourage minority members to continue their education through graduate school.

Preston said he worked in conjunction with James A. Malone, director of the Institute for Intergenerational Education at Hunter College, and Dennis Madson, vice chancellor for Student Affairs at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, to develop the outline for a year-long study of minority student life.

Three campuses - CUNY Hunter College, Amherst, and Stony Brook - are targeted for the study which will focus on the experience of Black and Hispanic students with regard to their expectations, relationships, coping strategies, extracurricular participation, on-campus housing experiences, and academic achievement.

According to Preston, the researchers will also attempt to determine the existence or lack of discrimination on these campuses.

"We developed a proposal which would enable us to do this SUNY-wide, but the funding still needs to be located," Preston said.

Preston said the project he designed for the National Association of Student Personnel Administrators - of which he is a board member - is one which will "encourage and assist Black and Hispanic undergraduate students in entering Student Affairs graduate programs."

The program offers three participatory activities focused on enlightening minority undergraduates on the benefits of continuing education through graduate school, according to Preston. The first is a field experience project with a mentoring element. The second is a seminar program orientating participants with Student Affairs graduate programs and informing them about the field as it relates to national issues. The third component of the proposed program is a scholarship fund to award grants to high achieving participants, Preston said.

Preston said he also discussed a plan to aid minority members who had graduated college, but were not yet employed, with two other organizations, the National Council of Educational Opportunities Association and the National Council on Black American Affairs, while on sabbatical. The plan, Preston said, would help minorities by disclosing employment opportunities in the field of Student Affairs Administration.

Broadening his sabbatical studies of minorities in society, Preston served on a housing resource panel of the New York American Institute to investigate the issue of housing for blacks in New York. As a member of the panel, Preston said he specifically addressed the adequacy and affordability of the housing available to the black population. Preston said he read and assessed a report by the institute entitled, "Housing New York's African Americans: Adequacy and Affordability while on the panel.

THE GROUP SHOP IS COMING!

February 1, 1988

Watch for it!!!

* Fried Hoagie
* French Fries
* Coleslaw

ONLY $5.49

Every Mon. & Sat. Evenings

Birthday * Valentines * Room Decorations Design Your Own Sign!!

* Many Colors, Types, Styles & Graphics
* Prices from $4.50
* 10% Discount w/ Stony Brook I.D.

Natek Instant Signs
Field Bldg., 7, St. James

581-6405

Signs of the Times
You're not seeing double, just a reminder of the outcome of last year's race for the county legislature. Republican Peter Pitsiokos used to operate out of an office in the Mario's shopping center on Route 25A until Democrat Steve Englebright won the election. The campaign office is now a repair store for video cassette recorders, but Pitsiokos' name appears to have staying power.
Success
In A
Civilized
Manner...

You're demanding and sophisticated. You've read about computers and
equipment, body fat percentages, health risk
appraisals, lipids profiles, and
you want information about
how you compare with the
general population.

You're willing to make a
commitment if we can
demonstrate results

Enroll your fitness needs
to us. It's a responsibility we
take very seriously. So we'll
promote your trust by
providing individualized
exercise prescriptions, the
finest equipment, a sophis-
ticated environment, a
friendly and social
component that makes
working out easy—even fun.

That's a commitment from
us to you.

The Best Line
Of Defense
Between You
And Tomorrow

diagonal
dub

515-9234

Health and Fitness Center
Mid-Haven Country Club St James NY

Special Introductory
Rates Available, as
well as Special
Rates with SBID
(Faculty/Staff & Students)

PISTACHIOS
$2.99
lb.

With Coupon - Exp. 1-8-88

Roasted Salted Or N/S
CASHEWS
$3.99 lb.
1lb. limit w/coupon only
With Coupon Exp. 2-8-88

Bulk Raw
HONEY
$.99¢
lb.

With Coupon - Exp. 2-8-88

Fresh Ground
PEANUT
Butter
$2.99 lb.

With Coupon - Exp. 2-8-88

BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE!
Waffle Cone Or
Waffle SunDae.

Please present this coupon before ordering. On order per coupon per
customer must be present at the time of the
customer may not use any other offers. Offer good in
comparing with any other offers. Offer good only at participating
"TCBY" stores. Cash value less than a cent.
Offer Expires:

"TCBY"
The Country's Best Yogurt.
Officials Ponder Mansion's Value

(continued from page 1)

Cloning the home's past, however, are conflicting dates, tales of Childs spitefully destroying the Spinola home and the question of whether the mansion was actually built on the foundation of the home of the colonial Jones family.

"Part of the problem is that we just don't know," said Beverly Tyler of the Three Village Historical Society. All that is sure is that the house was vacated in the 1950s and wetlands researchers occasionally inhabited it after the DEC bought the wetlands estate in 1966.

In order to secure historical preservation money set aside from the 1986 Environmental Quality Bond Act, a building must first win a spot on the national register of historical landmarks—something unlikely for a building without a venerable past, preservation officials said. Meanwhile, there are those who believe the mansion is not worth preserving. "My recommendation was to take the place down," said William Wise, the associate director of Stony Brook's Marine Science Research Center, who oversees the Center's research by wetlands. "If the university even had [the money] I don't think the project would justify it and I don't think we're going to find a benefactor."

But Suffolk County Legislator Steve Englebright said the mansion's value "is only starting to be fully understood." The Wetlands were probably a major part of the area's linen trade before the industrial revolution, he said. "To separate the structure from the content of the Flax Pond is a real mistake. There is a real story there about the development of this community."

Englebright said the mansion could also be one of the first homes in the country built with steel beams. "It's a very significant example of an early estate house," said Barbara Van Liew, editor of Preservation Notes, a semi-annual preservation newsletter. "There's very fine detail in the woodwork and the location is very interesting."

Englebright said he planned to look over 19th century documents and maps shortly in hopes of fleshing out the mansion's past.

Housing Plans

(continued from page 1)

The construction at Stony Brook—the first step in the overall project—will be used as a model for the county. If both the campus and county plan is carried out to its fullest, Koppelman said, "It would be by far the most significant affordable housing built in the decade" in Suffolk County. But he added that even though the overall plan would far top the 671 units of affordable housing built in the county in the last fiscal year, it would make only a 10 percent dent in the county's current need for 50,000 affordable units.

Community officials reacted with enthusiasm to the Stony Brook end of the project. "We've had a problem in our community for many, many years now because of our proximity to the university and its problems of housing its graduate students and low-level employees and untenured faculty," said Kathi Bogenberger, president of the Three Village Civic Association. "So we're thrilled to get them back onto the campus where they belong."

But the apartments—contrary to what was said when the plan was announced—will not be open to graduate students. Graduate students held protests last May over, among other things, a lack of decent housing on and off campus.

"What it sounds like to me is that graduate students are going to have the same problems we've had all along, only the crisis will not just continue but it will actually get worse," said Bonnie Hain, president of the Graduate Student Organization. Hain noted that upcoming campus renovations will temporarily close some graduate housing and Brookhaven is cracking down on the sharing of apartments.

Altman said graduate housing would be included in the feasibility study as part of a separate effort.

According to current campus plans, the Federal National Mortgage Association, a New Deal-era deregulated mortgage investor, will help finance the apartments and the Stony Brook Realty Corporation, a non-profit group staffed by university officials, will be in charge of the rentals.

MPC and Associates, a development company, is completing a study that will plot out the construction and costs. When the company completes its study on Stony Brook next month it will turn its attention to the county. The development company will prepare a plan due out in April for building affordable housing throughout Suffolk County.
Expanding Mental Health Agency seeks Full Time Counselors

* Four day work week  
* Sun-Wed or Wed-Sat  
10am - 8pm  
* Competitive Salary  
* Excellent benefits package  
* Training provided  
* BA preferred  

361-9020

ATTENTION! WORK STUDY STUDENTS

The Graduate Student Organization is in need of office help.

No Experience Necessary

Will Train

Please Call or Stop By The Office
Ask for Ida or Toni
219 Old Chem. Bldg.
632-6492
* GRAD. STUDENTS INVITED *

The Graduate School invites all graduate students to participate in a six-part Professional Development Seminar series on selected topics chosen by students in a survey taken last Fall.

Join us Friday afternoons starting February 5 and concluding March 11, 1988.

Location: Lecture Hall 124
          Light Engineering Building
          *Except for March 4, Session A

Time: Fridays from 3:50 p.m.
      *Except for March 4, Session A

Session 1 February 5 Writing Professionally: Services of
          The University Writing Center

Session 2 February 12 On-Campus Computing Services: What's
          available for graduate students?

Session 3 February 19 Acquiring Grants

Session 4 February 26 Presenting Yourself Orally: in the
          classroom, at professional meetings,
          interviewing for jobs

Session 5 March 4 Marketing your Graduate Degree: job
          searching, resume and CV writing

*Session A: For students of the Natural and Applied Sciences
          Old Chemistry Bldg., Lecture Hall 116, 10:45 am - 12:45

Session B: For students of the Humanities and Social Sciences

Session 6 March 11 Choosing the Dissertation Topic and
          a Committee: some issues and concerns

TO: Ms. Linda Wicks, Graduate School, Lab Office Bldg., 4433, tel. 632-7010
FROM: (Please print)
LOCAL ADDRESS

DEPT./PROGRAM DEGREE SOUGHT CLASS
TELEPHONE LEVEL

Please reserve a space for me in the following seminars:
( ) Session 1 Writing Professionally
( ) Session 2 On-Campus Computing Services
( ) Session 3 Acquiring Grants
( ) Session 4 Presenting Yourself Orally
( ) Session 5 Marketing Yourself and Your Graduate Degree

( ) Session A
( ) Session B
( ) Session 6 The Dissertation Topic/Committee

Space is limited. Sign up NOW. Return the attached coupon to the Graduate School, attention: Linda Wicks, Graduate Student Advocate.
Without A Voice Students Are But Sheep

If men are to be precluded from offering their sentiments, reason is of no use to us; the freedom of speech may be taken away, and dumb and silent we may be like sheep to the slaughter.

—George Washington

The recent Supreme Court ruling granting public school administrators authority to censor school newspapers has made sheep of American youths. According to members of the High Court, the student's First Amendment rights are violated only if the object of censorship "has no valid educational purpose." Those judges who supported the 5-3 ruling further defend their decision by arguing that school-sponsored newspapers exist as educational projects not intended as student public forums.

The Supreme Court decision has muted one of the few avenues which amplifies high school students' voices. In most public high schools, the faculty and administration determine course curriculum and materials discussed within the classroom. Student-run media—newspapers, radio stations, and magazines—have in the past offered students the freedom of expression seldom found elsewhere within their educational environment.

The Hazelwood principle reportedly said the decision would result in a mere broadening of the editorial board to include the voices of administration and faculty. The fact that the principal removed two pages of the student newspaper without consulting the student editors demonstrates his failure to understand the meaning of an editorial board. It also demonstrates the inability of students to voice their own opinions on school's issues without the interference of school officials. On the board, which in the first place is to be comprised of editors only, each member has a vote. The Hazelwood board's power was completely overruled by the principle. What about democracy, as well as freedom of the press?

What is left of the educational merit of extracurricular or elective activities: giving students an opportunity to hold positions in which they learn to make decisions and take responsibility for the outcome, in light of this ruling? What does a censored student newspaper have to offer that an English class does not—a lesson in writing stories which reflect the correct view, the administration's view. Where will students learn to develop their own opinions and defend them?

This ruling assumes that students are not able to judge for themselves which topics are "safe" to investigate and discuss on the pages of their newspapers. The subjects which the principle of the Hazelwood School found to be inappropriate for student contemplation were divorce, teenage pregnancy, and birth control. These are indeed highly controversial issues which may be viewed differently by students than by school administrations.

What harm does an open debate on the pages of a school newspaper render? What is the motive of the administration's desire to silence the student's voices? Do they wish to deny that society holds such problems, or is this case merely an opportunism for administration to transform the students to a silent group to whom "reason is no use?"

The public schools, with the power to cut off the voice of the students, not only rend the students even more helpless than they are now or have been in the past, but work to create a more docile group of American citizens. People who are raised to believe they are not fit to judge what topics are worthy of addressing are hesitant to voice and defend their opinions. A democratic nation filled with sheep is extremely vulnerable to the manipulations of its government.

A democracy depends upon the fine balance of power, one in which it is understood that education and a loud voice are strong defenses for the public. Such power, as newspapers often evidence, often relies on the control and distribution of information. An education under a dictatorship does not prepare one to be a member of a democratic society. In order to have a loud and effective voice one must be trained to use it. Public schools under this ruling will fail to provide this. Our students will leave school worse off than when they entered.

The Supreme Court decision was an ill-conceived one and should be reassessed, not only for the sake of student's constitutional rights, but for the sake of the future of the nation.
Instructor Learns A Lesson From Students

By Debra Swoboda

This is an open letter to the students of my Developmental Psychology class this fall semester. I wanted to talk to you about what I have learned from you. We talked in class several times about how education can be a cold and oppressive experience at Stony Brook or anywhere else. Yet, it is important to recognize those moments in our lives when we rise above what we expected of us, when learning becomes a labor of love, when we gain insight, changes our way of viewing others. Our interactions this semester has facilitated this process for me.

I have never taught a class as large as ours in a lecture hall atmosphere, I was initially very nervous and intimidated. I quickly learned that the typical student at Stony Brook and elsewhere is someone who challenges students to question, be compassionate, and be responsible – regardless of classroom conditions. Talking with you help me to resolve this, and to rely upon what I already knew – that better lecturer/teacher remains open, and promotes meaningful dialogue about the issues. I realized that the structure of the classroom worked against real learning, that the nature of the material and our common desire to learn made it possible. Being a good lecturer was only a part of the process.

I once began to think differently about the structure of the course. I tried to lecture to you less and to talk to you more. You helped me remember that education really is a one-to-one process. As you talked to me as parents, children, students, friends, I began to learn from your comments and feel free to make mistakes. I think some changes began to transpire around mid-semester because of our joint effort. We listened to each other, we laughed more, and we learned more. In supporting me, you taught me better how to support you in learning difficulty and often controversial material.

I learned a lot in the process about my teaching style as well. I know that I emphasize the importance of understanding theory, and that analyzing theoretical perspectives is one of the most difficult things for students to do. I asked you to view the research we studied as valid but one-dimensional. To me, a good education is a right, but something for which you have to struggle. Education involves hard work, but should be undertaken with a spirit of love and concern for others.

And education is ultimately a political process, for knowledge makes one responsible – responsible for oneself, for the welfare of others, and for creating the good society. Lousy teachers and big classes are easy to criticize, but working with others to humanize the process is a much more difficult (and rewarding) task. Learning with you this semester has helped me rethink the balance between research and education, and has renewed my faith in the possibilities of education. Your support, criticism, and humor have made me a better teacher and student. Thanks from the bottom of my heart.

(The writer is an instructor)
Dismal Parking

To the Editor:

I am writing regarding the article that appeared in Newsday on November 16, which dealt with the parking situation at Stony Brook. The article dealt mostly with the situation at the Health Science facilities, but barely touched the desperate situation existing on the main campus.

In my 12 years at Stony Brook, parking has always been bad, and due to recent occurrences, will now become even worse. Today a large faculty/staff parking lot adjacent to the gym has been eliminated due to construction of a field house. In addition, as stated in the article, new Student Housing facilities will now eliminate a built-parking garage. These are two of the large lots on campus, and are contiguous to the central core of buildings. Temporary parking has been made available in other far areas—a map shows us their location and it will be “a good stretch of the legs” to park and walk to buildings, park and walk to job locations every day. It is not suitable for married couples to share apartments with other married couples. Every couple has the right to live in their own apartment, without sharing it with another person.

Stony Brook has one bedroom apartments for married students, but only for couples with a child. I believe that whether a couple has a child or not, they should have the opportunity to live in their own apartment. A couple who has a child needs their privacy just as much as a couple without a child. In conclusion, I suggest that Stony Brook should build more one bedroom apartments for couples, and it shouldn’t matter if they have a child or not.

Wei-Pyn Wong

Registration Frustration

To the Editor:

You may not believe that it took me three hours to register for a course for Spring ’88, but it really happened. A month ago, I received a letter from the administration department which informed me that I should register for my courses on November 19, from 1:30 to 4:00 p.m. and that I should be able to register in less than 15 minutes. They must be joking!

Before I went to register, I had told myself that I had to go early. Arrived at the administration department at 12:00 and there were at least one hundred students who had been waiting in line. I waited at the end of the line. Two hours later, I stood virtually at the same spot. I waited and waited, and still didn’t get to register until 3:00.

It wasn’t until after I had registered that I noticed that only one computer was being used to manage all the application forms. I was so angry. Why do they only use one computer to manage the hundreds of application forms they receive? And why do they tell us that we should be able to register in less than fifteen minutes?

I think that they should use more computers and they should change the registration schedule to allow students more time to register for the following semester.

Chen Ko

Not Amused

To the Editor:

I was surprised by the statement in Joe Cheffo’s article on p. 10, “If I ever did decide to go to India (get tired of civilization)…” It’s a pointless and stupid remark, certainly not funny, that I am sure Indian students on this campus as well as many others. Given the insensitivity of the comment, I have to wonder if Mr. Cheffo’s opinion of what is civilized and what is not isn’t your responsibility to make sure that comments like that don’t get published.

Professor Arthur Bernstein

Bus Fuss

To the Editor:

Transportation is the obvious problem on campus. Current campus buses run only every thirty minutes. Waiting thirty minutes for a bus wastes a lot of time for the students. Especially in winter, it’s very cold at the bus stop, thus, not many students take the campus bus.

In addition, many students do not have cars or cannot afford to have to take the Long Island Railroad to go home on weekends. It would be nice if the campus buses ran on weekends to take us to the station. Carrying suitcases to the station from Kelly Quad can be quite tiresome.

The school should offer more campus buses on weekdays. The buses should run every ten minutes. Also, the school should start the weekend bus service. The bus should run every thirty minutes.

Jim Chen

Primary Opportunity

To the Editor:

This coming weekend, January 30th and 31st, a bus will be going from Long Island campuses to New Hampshire carrying volunteers who wish to work for Jesse Jackson in the New Hampshire presidential primary. The bus is free. Volunteers will be located in each of the following towns: Manchester, New Hampshire, soliciting potential voters for Jackson. The bus is open to faculty, staff, or community volunteers as well as students. Anyone who is interested in going can call the undersigned at home (751-0340) or school (632-7503) to reserve a seat.

Professor Hugh G. Cleland

Undergraduate Teaching Assistants for BIO/101 BIO or BIOCHEM Majors

GPA 3.0

Come to the meeting Tuesday Jan. 26th 6:30 pm - 210 Harriman Hall Dr. Barron 632-7075 URGENT: CALL NOW

Charlotte Wilbert

Coupled Couples

To the Editor:

Apartments for married couples at Stony Brook are arranged for two couples to live in a two bedroom apartment. Each couple has their own bedroom, but they must share a living room, dining room, kitchen, and even a bathroom.

Can you imagine that two wives have to cook on a stove at the same time? If one couple has TV in the living room, the other couple is forced to watch what they are watching and not watch TV at all. When you open the refrigerator, you must know which is your food. Imagine what would happen if you are somebody else’s food! It is also a big problem to keep the apartment clean, especially if one couple is a lot sloppier than the other.

It is not suitable for married couples to share apartments with other married couples. Every couple has the right to live in their own apartment, without sharing it with another person.

Stony Brook has one bedroom apartments for married students, but only for couples with a child. I believe that whether a couple has a child or not, they should have the opportunity to live in their own apartment. A couple who has a child needs their privacy just as much as a couple without a child.

In conclusion, I suggest that Stony Brook should build more one bedroom apartments for couples, and it shouldn’t matter if they have a child or not.

Wei-Pyn Wong

Statesman Welcomes The Opinions Of Its Readers Write To: Statesman P.O. Box AE Stony Brook, NY 11790

Mental Health Agency seeksCaring, Committed, Dependable Individuals

Train high functioning mentally disabled adults in daily living skills (cooking, chores, recreation) work two weekends/month $592 or Work two weeknights 4pm-11pm with sleepover until 8:30 am following morning $161.60

*Excellent work experience *Training provided *Car/valid drivers lic.

Call 361-9020

AUTO INSURANCE

COLL

Three Village-Bennett Agency, Inc. immediate insurance cards for any driver any age NO BROKERS FEES!

716 ROUTE 25A, Setauket, N.Y.
1/4 MILE FROM SUNY

941-3850

TAXI

Toll Free # 800-942-4222

MALLS  MUSEUMS  RESTAURANTS  clubs

WINSTON AMERICAN TRANSPORTATION

Don’t Drink & Drive Be Safe Call Us

Campus Notices

Undergraduate Teaching Assistants for BIO/101 BIO or BIOCHEM Majors GPA 3.0

Come to the meeting Tuesday Jan. 26th 6:30 pm - 210 Harriman Hall Dr. Barron 632-7075 URGENT: CALL NOW

Completed Monday, January 25, 1988
The album's title track. Suddenly the album seemed worth paying attention to. The album is not only worth paying for, it's worth paying for its lyrical sore spot. The lyrics "I Want Your Sex," shows only that you can't teach an old dog new tricks too quickly. "I Want Your Sex," which garnered much attention by getting banned in England, gives George Michael's mastery of the synthesizer and his ability to write music that fits effectively into today's electronic music medium. Everything is digitally recorded, making Faith a worthwhile compact disc purchase.

"Faith" Should Attract Many New Converts

By Ray Parish

When George Michael's new album Faith, turned up in a pile of mail on my desk, I almost put it aside, but saw the track "I Want Your Sex" and tossed it onto a stack of miscellaneous refuse containing clothing I would never throw away but not worth paying attention to. I had heard "I Want Your Sex" at a dance club last month, I had no desire to hear it again.

Several days later I saw the video for the album's title track. Suddenly the album seemed worth paying attention to. After rooting through the stack of miscellaneous refuse and finding the album, I decided I owe George Michael an apology. The album is not only worth paying attention to, it's worth paying for.

I heartily advise an artist improve his work, and George Michael deserves the Most Improved Player Award for 1987. Though none of the other tracks on his new album show the imaginative and versatility of "Faith," Michael made the entire album a successful showpiece for his improvements as a solo artist. The album holds few disappointments.

The title track, with its new wavey guitar solo and it skittering yuppie beat, is certainly the most musically innovative song on the album. Several of the other songs show Michael maturing as a lyricist. "I Want Your Sex," shows only that you can't teach an old dog new tricks too quickly. "I Want Your Sex," which garnered much attention by getting banned in England, gives the album a lyrical sore spot. The lyrics make any listener flinch with embarrassment — they're just plain stupid.

sex is good
not everybody does it

Moral: aside, these lyrics have about as much value as the instructions on a box of condoms.

Despite its apparent straightforwardness, is one of the songs that at first "good points," "I Want Your Sex" is not as simple as it seems. The title on the album jacket reads, "I Want Your Sex (parts I and II)." Even the first chorus line revealed the Michael described the song as two parts, parts similar but by no means identical in beat or content. After a near segue wherein Michael presumably or more to show off his vocal abilities, the song becomes a much funkier and (not as danceable). In come the horns, and one gets the heartbreakingly hoarse note. The phrase "I love you"— though oddly out of place— invokes part two of the song several times. Perhaps Michael is simply less capable of making a smooth transition on the smooth song. It's a social commentary. Either way, the song is musically among the album's weakest: part two, without part one: "I Want Your Sex" would have no redeeming qualities.

One of two bonus tracks offered on the compact disc is "I Want Your Sex (part III)." Subtitled "A last Request," it is subtitled "Lust" and "Brass in Love," the song wraps up the imaginary evening begun in part two. Michael's mastery of the synthesizer and his ability to write music that fits effectively into today's electronic music medium. Everything is digitally recorded, making Faith a worthwhile compact disc purchase.

The Longest Miles: A Runner's Retrospective

By Andrew Kachianos

It was a cool, windy day in early November. I'm on a small rise looking down at the starting line. I don't think I've ever seen so many different colored pairs of sweat pants. The field was littered with people stretching and jogging around. My teammates and I decided it was a good idea to start stretching and losing weight too, so we jogged down past everyone to a secluded part of the field where we could be alone. I was already nervous! Goose bumps from more than just the cold. I was feeling weak, in fact, my back leg started shaking and I got nervous!

I was already on an incline and my legs can't go any faster. I'm already tiring. I urged signal. The official started giving commands. My legs were so hard to run in. Most of all, we did it together. We grabbed hands in a last effort to unite for the last time. The spirit of the team gave me that special feeling inside, that spirit of camaraderie that existed between us.

The last moments are now before us. Everyone was on the line. So many people waiting to burst on the signal. The official started giving commands. My legs felt weak, in fact, my back leg started shaking and I got goose bumps from more than just the cold. I was nervous!

Bang! Mass confusion. I wonder how my legs started running without my command. All I know is I was running, fighting to keep up with the mob. Straight ahead we went, up a rise and towards a fence in the distance. We were the first big turn. I'm already breathing hard and falling back, but I'm used to it. It wasn't the time for me to make my move anyway. I began to walk down the course. I'm already tiring. I urged myself onward. I'm usually at least twenty seconds ahead of him. My spikes dug into the mud as I leaned into the hill. Like a failing machine I fought my way up the hill. Finally I'm up the hill, but I'm exhausted. I settled into a slower pace in an attempt to catch my breath.

Three-quarters of the way through I hear heavy breathing behind me. It's my third runner. A chill went up my spine. I'm usually at least twenty seconds ahead of him. Did I slow down? I can outpace him but it stuck right with me. Then we went down a long muddy hill and I slipped at the bottom. He passed me! I couldn't believe it. With renewed vigor I picked up the chase, at almost a full sprint. This was my last race, I wouldn't relinquish my second place spot to anyone. We're finally running stop to step as I eventually pulled away. I'm flying at this point, which helped to increase some of my confidence. I reached the last rise, running down the straightaway as fast as I could. I looked up at the clock to see my time. I was disgusted.

Nineteen minutes have just passed. I crossed in 19 minutes and ten seconds, my usual time I failed. I thought I could do whatever I put my mind to. After I calmed down I realized it was a difficult course. Maybe it wasn't my best race, but I ran my best. Besides, Cross Country didn't have to be my mind to. The course continued to twist and turn, up and down hills, this way and that. At some points I had to fight to keep my balance in the mud. I'm already tiring, I urged myself onward. Ahead of me loomed the biggest hill on the course. I tried to build up more speed for the hill, but I'm already on an incline and my legs can't go any faster. My spikes dug into the mud as I leaned into the hill. Like a failing machine I fought my way up the hill. Finally I'm up the hill, but I'm exhausted. I settled into a slower pace in an attempt to catch my breath.
Statesman needs ambitious news and feature writers and photographers to cover:

- Administration
- Public Safety
- Polity
- Faculty Student Association
- Graduate Students
- Health Science Center
- Art Exhibits
- Concerts

If you're interested in covering any of the above or have your own story ideas, let us know. If you are a good writer or ambitious or both, come to Statesman's recruitment meeting on Wednesday, Jan. 27 at 7:30 p.m. in room 058 of the Student Union. If you are unable to attend the meeting but are interested in joining Statesman, call Mary Lou or Amelia at 632-6480.
Art Supply
and Framing Sale

50% OFF
all
Raphael
Artist' BRUSHES from France
W/Coupon

KOH-I-NOOR
RAPIDOGRAPH
Technical Pen 7 Pen Set
Regularly $85.95
NOW $45.00
W/Coupon

CUSTOM FRAMING SPECIAL

$39.95
Plus Tax
18 x 24
10% Discount
Black, Gold, or Silver Metal
to
24 x 36
Includes: Frame, Mounting,
Reg Glass; & Fit
W/Coupon

10% Discount
to
Student, Faculty
and Staff
Not to be combined
w/coupon
or Sales

MILLER PLACE
Picture Framing & Art Supplies

516-331-8891
275 Route 25A Miller Place, NY 11764
In the Friendly Shopping Center

Store Hours:
Mon. & Tues. 9:30 to 6:30
Wed. Thurs. Fri. 9:30 to 9:00
Sat. 9:30 to 5:00
Sun 11:00 to 4:00
Announcement
The Topic for Technology Assessment, EST 191, spring semester, is NUCLEAR WASTE POLICY Including: disposal of high-level radioactive waste from nuclear power plants; food irradiation; decontamination (radium factory in Queens, Chernobyl, radon in soil); low-level radioactive waste from hospitals and research labs; visits to area radioactive waste management facilities. Meets Tu-Th 11:30-12:50 in E-110. Phone Prof. Reaven at 632-8768 for further information.

THE DEPARTMENT OF STUDENT UNION & ACTIVITIES IS LOOKING FOR QUALIFIED STUDENTS TO FILL THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS:

OPERATIONS STAFF INFORMATION ASSISTANTS STUDENT ACTIVITIES ASSISTANTS OFFICE ASSISTANTS CRAFTS CENTER ASSISTANTS GRADUATE ASSISTANTSHIPS RESERVATIONS ASSISTANT

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED, APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE AT THE STONY BROOK UNION Rm. 266 OR CALL 632-6820

SUSB is an Equal Opportunity Educator/Employer

HONDA
Your Honda is our business!

Major Tune-Ups to $125.00
Includes: plugs, pts., cap, rotor, valve adjustment, fuel filter, air filter, change oil & filter (Fuel injected slightly higher)

Front Brakes $110.00
Includes: Honda Factory Pads, rotor cut (if necessary), check and adjust rear brakes

Clutches $350.00
Includes: disc, pressure plate, bearing, adjust clutch (All and newer, slightly higher)

Front Shocks $245.00
(all plus tax)

MIKE'S MECHANIC'S SERVICE 473-9022
Mon.-Fri. 8-5 Sat 9-3 Towing/NYS Inspection Station
129 Hollock Avenue Port Jefferson Station VISA MasterCard

FAST, FREE DELIVERY!!

STATION PIZZA & BREW
ONE FREE ITEM on a large or small Pizza
Try Our Buffalo Wings!

Hours:
Thurs.-Sat. 11am-2am
Sun.-Wed. 11am-1am
Call 751-5549 or 751-5803

Who looks at the Wiggs Man?

You guessed it. The Wiggs Woman, of course. Any guy with glasses like those is sure to be an eye-catcher. The crisp lines and classic design say a lot about his taste. Impeccable—just like hers. The Wiggs Woman knows her vision is as sharp as her style. Which lets her spot the Wiggs Man... Clearly.

FINE OPTICAL SPECIALTIES
See the difference.

To Advertise, Call 632-6480

To Advertise, Call 632-6480
Petula Clark: Look What She's Done to Her Songs

By Alan Golnick

Petula Clark is annoying proof that if something isn't broken, don't fix it. She had several hit records in the 1960s, and has recorded them again for a new album, "Give It A Try" (Jango records). Clark's songs were in good working order and didn't need fixing, so the only thing left for her to do was to break them. And that's exactly what she did.

Songs like "Downtown," "I Know A Place" and "Don't Sleep In The Subway Darling" are substantially the same except for one problem: the lady sings. Whereas the earlier versions showcased Clark's high-pitched, powerful voice, these latest efforts are essentially the same arrangement sung in a mouse-like, whining, nasal tone. It sounds like Clark was holding her nose while she recorded this album, like children do before they dive into a swimming pool.

"Downtown" begins so off-key that it's hard to recognize one of Clark's greatest hits. Horns blast out a floozy-like introduction that seems appropriate as a prelude to a striptease act. What follows is a slower, clumsy version of the original, in which Clark does not get too excited about going downtown. Her emphasis of the words doesn't seem sincere and she throws in some superficial patter instead of singing.

"I Know A Place" used to be an upbeat number promising an escape from a fast-moving world. The damage done to "Don't Sleep In The Subway Darling" is not quite as severe, partly because the song was never much to begin with. Clark rushes through it and makes it sound less polished, like a live concert version.

"Give It A Try" is the kind of album one wants to like. The songs are proven hits and hearing them again is helped by a high-tech background. The updated technology is a refreshing counterpart to Clark's standard schlock television movie. In "Mad About You," Clark tries to be sultry but ends up sounding like the Cat Woman of pop music.

Then again, "It's A Sign Of The Times" is so fast-paced and slick that what was once a catchy and refined number could now pass for the opening theme of a schlock television movie. In "Mad About You," Clark seemed to change her point of view, to change one's perspective. Clark makes a strong argument to change the record.

AWARDS NOTICE
To All Undergraduate Students, Faculty, and Staff

NOMINATIONS AND SUBMISSIONS ARE INVITED FOR THE FOLLOWING UNDERGRADUATE AWARDS AND SCHOLARSHIPS FOR SPRING 1988:

INFORMATION ABOUT ACADEMIC AWARDS CAN BE OBTAINED FROM UNDERGRADUATE DIRECTORS IN APPROPRIATE DEPARTMENTS.

NOMINATIONS ARE DUE: LATE MARCH/EARLY APRIL 1988

*UNDERGRADUATE EXCELLENCE RECOGNITION AWARD*
NOMINATIONS DUE: MARCH 4, 1988
Contact Barbara Flecher, Student Affairs
632-6700

SENIOR LEADERSHIP AND SERVICE AWARDS
SENIOR COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER COMPETITION
ELIZABETH D. COUEY AWARD (for graduating seniors)
ALL NOMINATIONS AND SUBMISSIONS DUE: APRIL 2, 1988
Contact: Student Union and Activities, Stony Brook Union
632-5820

THE SELSA JONA QUALITY OF CAMPUS LIFE AWARD
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE THROUGH M ID MARCH 1988
Contact: Ira Persky, Faculty-Students Association
632-5510

A Familiar Face Lights Each Day

By Nadine Palumbo

Everyone here at Stony Brook probably has one, with the exception of a few physics majors. No, I'm not talking about a hangover or such, I'm talking about the list of 200.

When I first got to Stony Brook, I was befriended by a senior. She let me in on a couple of Stony Brook secrets, Rainy Night House bran muffins, and the list of 200. This is a visual list composed of faces one sees on campus, day after day, a face you recognize but don't know personally. You may never say "hi," and you certainly never wonder who that is. It's just a person you see in the union, in a class, or in the cafeteria. It's the girl who sat next to you in EGC 101 when you were a freshman, or the guy with the big glasses who seems to be at Daka, everytime you are there. You know these people, they are part of your life. I think a lot about you, and I wonder if you think about me?

Do they realize that I know them? I never thought of myself in that fashion, however, make me think about what I notice in different people on my list.

There's the girl who is very Italian looking in one of my classes, and the guy who always is in need of a shave. I'm sure you have some of these same type of people on your list, maybe even some of the same people that are on my list. Haven't you ever said to a friend, "You know, the girl who always wears the big earrings and hangs out in the union," and they knew exactly who you were referring to? Alright, maybe not in those words, but your list must have similar faces as someone else's.

So think about it on your way to your next class. There before you are the ever changing faces you see everyday, each semester adding and dropping not only classes, but the people you see all the time. Those are the people that make Stony Brook, land of cement, colorful. If you don't have a list of 200 (give or take a hundred), pick your head up off the grindstone, look around, and make up your list.

Puzzle Solution

Art and reason

When Mark and I decided to spend the weekend at his mother's house, I never imagined I would be walking into a mouse's nightmare. There were cats everywhere.

Cat plaques, cat statues, cat clocks, even a cat mat. I couldn't begin to duplicate her collection of kitty litter if I spent a year at a garage sale. Conspicuously absent, however, was a real cat. Strange, I thought, and began to fear that a weekend with cat woman could be a lot less than purr-fect.

But then she came home, and Mark introduced her. She was dressed surprisingly well—no leopard pants. In fact, you could say she was the cat's meow, but I'd rather not.

She offered me a cup of Dutch Chocolate Mint. Now that was something I could relate to. Then she brought it out in the most beautiful, distinctly unfamiliar china I'd ever seen. As we sipped, I found out that Mrs. Campbell has my same weakness for chocolate, loves the theater as much as I do, but, incredibly, never saw "Cats." So Mark and I are taking her next month.

General Foods' International Coffees. Share the feeling.
Campus Notices

Announcing The Evening Service Center:
A Pilot Program for Evening Students. Beginning January 5, administrative student services will be available for evening students every Tuesday evening in the Administration Building lobby from 5 until 7 pm. The Office of Records, Financial Aid, and Admissions will have representatives available in the Registrar's Office. The Office of Student Accounts and the Bursar's Office will also be open. This is a pilot program to determine the demand for extended hours of service. It will continue through the Spring Semester and is designed to help students who attend primarily in the evening to accomplish their administrative tasks.

Distinguished University Lecture
DONALD WOODS
Tuesday, January 26th, 1988

"Apartheid and the Tragedy of South Africa"
Tuesday 8:00pm / Fine Arts Center / Recital Hall

The series is free and all are welcome.

Student Polity
Hopes everyone had a great break!!

WELCOME BACK

INTRAMURAL REGISTRATION
OPEN FOR:

MEN..WOMEN.CO-REC
RACQUETBALL DOUBLES

MEN...WOMEN BASKETBALL
FREE THROW

REGISTRATION CLOSES FEBRUARY 3
University Convocation

"Stony Brook: Obstacles & Opportunities"
Speaker: J.R. Schubel, Provost

February 3, 1988 12:15 - 1:30 pm
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Center

All Faculty, Staff, Graduate & Undergraduate Students are cordially invited.

TO ADVERTISE IN STATESMAN, CALL MARGE ROSE AT 632-6480
GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS
IN
CONDENSED MATTER PHYSICS

Michigan State University
Center for
Fundamental Materials Research

PHYSICS SENIORS:
You can earn a Ph.D. in Experimental or
Theoretical Physics and do research in a frontier area of
Condensed Matter Physics, including:

- Intercalation Compounds
- Pillared Clays
- New Superconductors
- Layered Metals
- New Composites
- Network Glasses
- Fellowships are available for up to five years.

For more information
about this program mail the coupon below.

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ____________________________ State ______ Zip ______
Phone ____________________________
Mail to: Prof. S. A. Solin, Department of Physics & Astronomy,
Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI 48824

MCAT Class on Campus starts 2/25
Huntingto DAT starts 2/27
For Information, Call: 421-2690

KAPLAN PUTS YOU IN SCORING POSITION.

KAPLAN
STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD

• SPRING SEMESTER •
OPENING WEEK AT HILLEL:

Mon., Jan. 25-
Israeli Dancing
Union Ballroom, 8 p.m. - FREE

Wed., Jan. 27-
Bowl Your Brains Out!!
Union Basement, 8 p.m. - FREE
(Refreshments, of course)

Fri., Jan. 29-
Shabbat Services 5pm
Beth Quad Rocker Dining Hall

Sat., Jan. 30-
Shabbat Schmooz
"A Scientist's View of the Beginnings of the Universe", by Dr. Harold Metcalf, Prof. of Physics
1 pm at the Hillel Director's Residence, 75 Sheep Pasture Rd. across from N. entrance

The calendar for the entire Spring semester is being distributed now. If you
would like a copy, please come by the Hillel office, 165 Humanities or call 632-6565.

- New Composites
- Network Glasses
- Layered Metals
Port Jefferson Station apartment to share. All new appliances, w/w estimates. 757-4162. TYPIST: Fast, reliable typing service. Station, 2 bedroom, 2 1/2 baths, garage. All new appliances, w/w estimates. Please come join us. We meet every week. Randi-698-8763.

House for rent (new home)-3 bedroom, living room, family room, dining room, 2 bathrooms, garage. Location $590. 473-2762.

ADACTION
ADDITIONAL WORD. NON-COMMERCIAL: $3.50 FOR THE FIRST WORD. COMMERCIAL: $5.00 FOR THE FIRST 15 WORDS OR LESS, PLUS 15¢ EACH ADDITIONAL WORD.

RATES:
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL JEAN AT 632-6480.
CHECK MADE PAYABLE TO STATESMAN MUST ACCOMPANY FORM.
TO PRINT FREE CLASSIFIEDS, WITHOUT NOTICE, IF THE SPACE TO RUN ON:
PHONE NUMBER:
LOCAL ADDRESS: P.O. BOX AE. STONY BROOK, NY 11790
ATTN: CLASSIFIEDS.

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING:

TYPIST: Fast, reliable typing service. Pick up and delivery available. Overnight service available. $1.50 per page. (516) 385-1600.

MEAT Preparation course only: $150, call Mike at 921-2026.

TYPING PLUS SPECIAL RATES:
100-PAGE Final Term Papers, Dissertations, Theses, Resumes, etc. Excellent Professional Reference. Pick up and Delivery available. 744-5390.

Need an Edge? Subscribe to the New York Times delivered to your dorm. Call Box 773-3831.

HELP WANTED
BAR SPEND or Bulk Bar Pay for Pay LEARN BARTENDING 1 and 2 week program Plus Lifetime Job Placement Plan Low Tuition NATIONAL SANTIADERS SCHOOL Where Experience Teaches CALL TODAY! (516) 385-1600 (718) 461-1700 (212) 750-8775 Must be at least 18 to serve liquor.

We're hiring 37 year old Wait Staff firms seeks men and women for an investment career f/t or p/t in Hauppauge. Call Mr. Rinaldi 234-0999.

Stockbroker interview opportunity for highly motivated, enthusiastic college graduates in the investment banking field. Send resumes to PO Box 133, Garden City, NY 11530

Help Wanted Driver Needed. FT/PT must have flexible schedule and valid drivers license. Good salary. 632-6528.


Student position available at National or Sophomores only. Week study or student assistant typing with a knowledge of a P.C. preferred. See accounts office, RM 113 Computing Center.

Babysitter wanted for two little boys, two weekdays and Sat. 751-0877 or 265-9751. 4:45, 6:30. Babysit in Setauket, near Suny.

Telemarketing positions available at The Village Times, Workings: 6-9 p.m. or Saturday mornings. Call Mrs. Kline, 751-0877.


SAY IT IN A STATESMAN CLASSIFIED TO ADVERTISE, CALL 632-6480.
Hockey Pats Beat Montclair

Three young Suffolk County residents combined for an outstanding offensive and defensive effort as the Stony Brook Ice Hockey team opened the second half of its season with a 6-4 victory over Montclair (N.J.) on January 10.

Junior goaltender Doug Stringer of Smithtown turned aside 40 Montclair shots to backstop the Patriots to victory. "Doug played an outstanding game in goal for us," said Head Coach George Lasher. "He came up with a few big saves that really lifted the rest of his teammates."

Those teammates included Junior Stephen Reynolds of East Setuket and Freshman Jean Lambre of Central Islip, who scored two goals apiece. After tying the game at one on Reynolds' 4th goal of the year, the Patriots saw Montclair score back-to-back goals to go up 3-1. "We have tended to slump a little when we get behind this year," said Co-Coach Rick Levchuck. "This time we pulled together behind Stringer and came back."

The comeback started when Lambre dug a puck out of the corner and fed it into the slot where Brian Corrier banged it off the post and into the net. It was Corrier's first goal in his first collegiate game.

Lambre then scored the tying goal on a power play when his shot through a screen beat the Montclair goaltender. The Patriots scored another power-play goal less than a minute later. Fred Helm broke down right wing on a 3-on-2. His pass to the deep slot eluded Senior Jay McKenna, but Lambre kept the puck in at the blue line and ripped a hard shot into the upper half of the net for his second tally of the game. "Lambre really hustled to keep the puck in and he got a lot on his shot despite letting it go off the wrong look," said Lasher.

Montclair tied the game at four early in the third period when Patriot Don Brosen was off serving an interference penalty. That goal set the stage for Reynolds' second goal—the eventual game winner. With a screen deep in the Montclair end, McKenna positioned Reynolds so that he could shoot off a backhand draw. McKenna won the faceoff cleanly to Reynolds who fed up the puck and blasted a forty-foot shot through the Montclair goaltender's pads. Keith Kowalsky iced the game with a nifty backhand-to-forehand shift followed by a bullet to the upper comer of the goal. "We played a good game after a long layoff," commented Lasher. "It was a total team effort."

B-Ball Patriots

(continued from page 24)

Lambre then scored the tying goal on a power play when his shot through a screen beat the Montclair goaltender. The Patriots scored another power-play goal less than a minute later. Fred Helm broke down right wing on a 3-on-2. His pass to the deep slot eluded Senior Jay McKenna, but Lambre kept the puck in at the blue line and ripped a hard shot into the upper half of the net for his second tally of the game. "Lambre really hustled to keep the puck in and he got a lot on his shot despite letting it go off the wrong look," said Lasher.

Montclair tied the game at four early in the third period when Patriot Don Brosen was off serving an interference penalty. That goal set the stage for Reynolds' second goal—the eventual game winner. With a screen deep in the Montclair end, McKenna positioned Reynolds so that he could shoot off a backhand draw. McKenna won the faceoff cleanly to Reynolds who fed up the puck and blasted a forty-foot shot through the Montclair goaltender's pads. Keith Kowalsky iced the game with a nifty backhand-to-forehand shift followed by a bullet to the upper corner of the goal. "We played a good game after a long layoff," commented Lasher. "It was a total team effort."

Lambre then scored the tying goal on a power play when his shot through a screen beat the Montclair goaltender. The Patriots scored another power-play goal less than a minute later. Fred Helm broke down right wing on a 3-on-2. His pass to the deep slot eluded Senior Jay McKenna, but Lambre kept the puck in at the blue line and ripped a hard shot into the upper half of the net for his second tally of the game. "Lambre really hustled to keep the puck in and he got a lot on his shot despite letting it go off the wrong look," said Lasher.

Montclair tied the game at four early in the third period when Patriot Don Brosen was off serving an interference penalty. That goal set the stage for Reynolds' second goal—the eventual game winner. With a screen deep in the Montclair end, McKenna positioned Reynolds so that he could shoot off a backhand draw. McKenna won the faceoff cleanly to Reynolds who fed up the puck and blasted a forty-foot shot through the Montclair goaltender's pads. Keith Kowalsky iced the game with a nifty backhand-to-forehand shift followed by a bullet to the upper corner of the goal. "We played a good game after a long layoff," commented Lasher. "It was a total team effort."

at The Fitness Connection

Special S.U.N.Y. Membership
Program: $125 per semester
$99 off peak special

*round the clock aerobics
dancing
*computerized, calorie-counting aerobics
*nordic tracks
*personalized free weight training
*2 full nautilus circuits
*computerized rowing machines
*heated whirlpool & steamroom
*new suntan salons
*dressing rooms, showers, towels
*friendly, friendly staff
*daily waist/abdomen classes
*partner weight training workouts

The Fitness Connection

Call Us At 751-3959
Or drop by for a FREE workout at
the Coventry Commons Mall, Stony Brook Road
(5 minutes drive from South P-ott or take the S-60 blue bus)
We're open Mon-Thurs 6am-10pm; 6am-9pm; Sat. 9-6; Sun 9-4

Basketball Battle Tonight!

Come see the Lady Patriots take on the John Jay Lady Bloodhounds at 5:30 p.m. in the university gym.

Statesman sports needs you! Come to the recruitment meeting on Wed., Jan. 27 in union room 058 or call Kostya at 632-6480.

WANT TO SCORE BIG? WIN POINTS? JOIN STATESMAN SPORTS—CALL KOSTYA OR BILL AT 632-6480
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Patriots Plagued By Inconsistency

By Kostya Kennedy

The Patriots went into Christmas break with a 5-2 record and a two-game winning streak. Going into last night’s game at the College of St. Rose, the Pats had failed to lose.

After dropping two games at the Dolphin Classic Tournament at Staten Island, the Pats broke into the New Year with a 67-86 triumph over NYU on January 2. Co-captains Scott Walker and Tom Blumbergs had 28 points and 18 rebounds respectively and the Patriots played outstanding defense in beating a tough NYU squad.

“This is a big, big win for us,” said Patriot head coach Joe Castiglie after the game. “I mean, this (NYU) is where it’s at in Division III basketball.”

But as quickly as things started to look good for the Patriots, they took a turn for the worse. The Pats returned to Stony Brook and promptly lost their first home game in over a year. The defeat came at the hands of Western Connecticut, 62 to 38 and rebounds in the two contests.

The Pats then beat Baruch before losing at Lehman, 71-62. Yves Simon had career-high 20 points in that loss.

Stony Brook has gotten most of its offense from Walker and Blumbergs; both average more than 18 points a game. Blumbergs is also the team’s best rebounder and shot-blocker, while Walker’s 46 free-throw percentage is easily (continued on page 23).

Come On Rangers, Have a Heart

In the middle of this city of cities — where buildings scrape the heavens and Liberty stands with her torch held high — Madison Square Garden proudly looms. Here, in the heart of Manhattan, is where the wins of New York sports fanatics pulse. Not in Queens. Not in the Bronx. Not in Uniondale, L.I. and 7th is where the true New Yorker lives his life as a sports fan.

It’s been 47 years since the Rangers won the Stanley Cup. It will be 48 by season’s end. The Islanders, with the solid-as-a-rock organization, won four consecutive Cups from 1980-83 and they still have the best team around. But New York is Ranger country.

You’ve got to have heart to be a Ranger fan after their half century of futility. You learn to expect nothing. Every Ranger success is cherished; every failure taken in stride. Being a Ranger fan prepares you for the inevitable shortcomings of life.

The Garden throbs in the heart of New York City and Ranger fans have hearts as adoring and faithful as newlyweds. But the Rangers are heartless.

They languish at the bottom of a struggling Patrick division because they are struggling more than anyone. They have no untm. The Rangers have held a lead in every game they went on to tie this season and not once have they come back to win a game that they trailed after two periods. They have lost 15 of the 18 one-goal games they have been involved in.

Ranger GM Phil Esposito: "If we had won one-third of those 15 we’d be a game out of first place." One-goal victories, come from behind wins. Only teams with grit get those.

The games that really matter are the ones against division foes. That’s when you battle for playoff position. It’s when you play the teams that stand between yourself and the coveted Cup. It’s when blood gets spilled, and a team’s true colors stand out.

The Rangers’ 4-12-4 record within the Patrick division is the worst divisional record in the NHL.

If the Rangers could win a few of those introduction games, if they could show some character by coming back to win a close game or two, then maybe they could escape the grip of mediocrity. Perhaps they could make the playoffs in a sport where there’s no excuse not to.

The Rangers have a talented offense. They’re the third highest-scoring team in hockey. They have a swiss-cheese defense that gives away goals the way an expectant father hands out cigars. Yet their story goes beyond the X’s and O’s.

Too many times Jan Ertson is left to bleed in the corner from which he has just dug the puck. Too often does Tomas Sandstrom get embarrassed in the face while his teammates play Helen Keller. The Rangers get beaten up as much as they get beaten and they don’t seem to care.

Ertson and Captain Kelly Kiso are two of the hardest workers on a team that’s about as motivated as a bum with a hangover. A team that doesn’t do what it could be doing.

Ertson and Captain Kelly Kiso are two of the hardest workers on a team that’s about as motivated as a bum with a hangover. A team that doesn’t do what it could be doing.

A symbol of the Rangers lethargy has been Michel Petit. Petit is a bundle of untapped potential. He has the body and the skating ability to lead a defense but he has passed carelessly, shot weakly, and rarely has he checked with authority. Getting Petit for Larry Molyk and Willie Huber will probably work out in the end, but wouldn’t it be nice to see Terry Cantiner back from the Nordiques? Imagine: a Ranger defenceman who can check?

The Rangers need to come together as a team and they need leadership. Michel Bergeron should start by naming a number one goaltender. The Rangers have two competent goalies, but John Vanbiesbrouck is the man and Bob Froese is the capable backup. Why not come out and say Michel? And why not play Beezer after a bad outing or two? This isn’t the Yankees.

There are some good things about the Rangers. Brian Mullen has a wicked wrist shot. Walt Puddubny is a scorer. Ron Greschner still makes beautiful passes. James Patrick, Uli Dablen, David Shaw, Marcel Dionne. It’s no coincidence that the Rangers snatched their seventh-game wireless streak on the night Dionne returned from an injury. New Yorkers haven’t seen this future Hall of Famer in his prime, but his teammates recognize a great one. Watch what happens to the Rangers when Dionne scores a goal.

The Rangers better suck it up and get down to winning in a hurry if they expect to make the playoffs. Sandstrom or Dionne or Vanbiesbrouck. Somebody’s got to start leading this team. And the rest must follow hungrily.

New Yorkers are proud of their city. Maybe soon they’ll have a hockey team to be proud of too.